
Nr. Standard reference Title

1
ISO/IEC TR 11801-

9902:2017

Information technology - Generic cabling for customer premises - 

Part 9902: Specifications for End-to-end link configurations

2 ISO 18295-1:2017
Customer contact centres - Part 1: Requirements for customer 

contact centres

3 ISO 18295-2:2017
Customer contact centres - Part 2: Requirements for clients using 

the services of customer contact centres

4 ISO 20474-1:2017 Earth-moving machinery - Safety - Part 1: General requirements

5 ISO 20474-2:2017 Earth-moving machinery - Safety - Part 2: Requirements for dozers

6 ISO 20474-3:2017 Earth-moving machinery - Safety - Part 3: Requirements for loaders

7 ISO 20474-4:2017
Earth-moving machinery - Safety - Part 4: Requirements for backhoe 

loaders

8 ISO 20474-5:2017
Earth-moving machinery - Safety - Part 5: Requirements for 

hydraulic excavators

9 ISO 20474-6:2017
Earth-moving machinery - Safety - Part 6: Requirements for 

dumpers

10 ISO 20474-7:2017 Earth-moving machinery - Safety - Part 7: Requirements for scrapers

11 ISO 20474-8:2017 Earth-moving machinery - Safety - Part 8: Requirements for graders

12 ISO 20474-9:2017
Earth-moving machinery - Safety - Part 9: Requirements for 

pipelayers

13 ISO 20474-10:2017
Earth-moving machinery - Safety - Part 10: Requirements for 

trenchers

14 ISO 20474-11:2017
Earth-moving machinery - Safety - Part 11: Requirements for landfill 

compactors

15 ISO 20474-12:2017
Earth-moving machinery - Safety - Part 12: Requirements for cable 

excavators

16 ISO 20474-13:2017 Earth-moving machinery - Safety - Part 13: Requirements for rollers

17 ISO 29943-1:2017
Condoms - Guidance on clinical studies - Part 1: Male condoms, 

clinical function studies based on self-reports

18 ISO 29943-2:2017
Condoms - Guidance on clinical studies - Part 2: Female condoms, 

clinical function studies based on self-reports

19 IEC/TR 60601-4-1:2017

Medical electrical equipment - Part 4-1: Guidance and interpretation - 

Medical electrical equipment and medical electrical systems 

employing a degree of autonomy

20 ISO 50007:2017
Energy services - Guidelines for the assessment and improvement of 

the energy service to users

21 ISO/IEC 10116:2017
Information technology - Security techniques - Modes of operation 

for an n-bit block cipher

22 ISO/TR 21891:2017
Aerospace electrical requirements - Sleeves and moulded shapes - 

Specifications for aircraft use

23 ISO 12156-2:2017
Diesel fuel - Assessment of lubricity using the high-frequency 

reciprocating rig (HFRR) - Part 2: Limit

24 ISO 29802:2017

All-terrain (AT) tyres and rims - Symbol marked pneumatic tyres on 

5 degree tapered rims - Designation, dimension, marking and load 

ratings

25 ISO 21872-1:2017

Microbiology of the food chain - Horizontal method for the 

determination of Vibrio spp. - Part 1: Detection of potentially 

enteropathogenic Vibrio parahaemolyticus, Vibrio cholerae and Vibrio 

vulnificus

26 ISO 1996-2:2017
Acoustics - Description, measurement and assessment of 

environmental noise - Part 2: Determination of sound pressure levels



27 ISO 1431-3:2017

Rubber, vulcanized or thermoplastic - Resistance to ozone cracking - 

Part 3: Reference and alternative methods for determining the 

ozone concentration in laboratory test chambers

28 ISO 19983:2017 Rubber - Determination of precision of test methods

29
ISO 14246:2014/Amd 

1:2017

Gas cylinders - Cylinder valves - Manufacturing tests and 

examinations - Amendment 1

30 ISO 17879:2017
Gas cylinders - Self-closing cylinder valves - Specification and type 

testing

31 ISO/TR 10064-1:2017
Code of inspection practice - Part 1: Measurement of cylindrical gear 

tooth flanks

32 ISO 20275:2017 Financial services - Entity legal forms (ELF)

33 ISO 19595:2017 Natural aggregates for concrete

34 ISO 14903:2017
Refrigerating systems and heat pumps - Qualification of tightness of 

components and joints

35 ISO 13506-1:2017

Protective clothing against heat and flame - Part 1: Test method for 

complete garments - Measurement of transferred energy using an 

instrumented manikin

36 ISO 13506-2:2017
Protective clothing against heat and flame - Part 2: Skin burn injury 

prediction - Calculation requirements and test cases

37 ISO/TS 16506:2017
Dentistry - Polymer-based luting materials containing adhesive 

components

38 ISO/TR 14232-2:2017
Thermal spraying - Powders - Part 2: Comparison of coating 

performance and spray powder chemistry

39
ISO 28927-2:2009/Amd 

1:2017

Hand-held portable power tools - Test methods for evaluation of 

vibration emission - Part 2: Wrenches, nutrunners and screwdrivers - 

Amendment 1: Changes in Annex C - Brake devices

40 ISO 4496:2017
Metallic powders - Determination of acid-insoluble content in iron, 

copper, tin and bronze powders

41 ISO 13655:2017
Graphic technology - Spectral measurement and colorimetric 

computation for graphic arts images

42 ISO 28902-2:2017
Air quality - Environmental meteorology - Part 2: Ground-based 

remote sensing of wind by heterodyne pulsed Doppler lidar

43 ISO 19213:2017
Implants for surgery - Test methods of material for use as a cortical 

bone model

44 ISO 6145-6:2017
Gas analysis - Preparation of calibration gasmixtures using dynamic 

methods - Part 6: Critical flow orifices

45 ISO 15363:2017 Metallic materials - Tube ring hydraulic pressure test

46
ISO 8124-4:2014/Amd 

1:2017

Safety of toys - Part 4: Swings, slides and similar activity toys for 

indoor and outdoor family domestic use -- Amendment 1

47 ISO/TR 10993-22:2017
Biological evaluation of medical devices - Part 22: Guidance on 

nanomaterials

48 ISO 18566-1:2017

Building environment design - Design, test methods and control of 

hydronic radiant heating and cooling panel systems - Part 1: 

Vocabulary, symbols, technical specifications and requirements

49 ISO 18566-2:2017

Building environment design - Design, test methods and control of 

hydronic radiant heating and cooling panel systems - Part 2: 

Determination of heating and cooling capacity of ceiling mounted 

radiant panels

50 ISO 18566-3:2017

Building environment design - Design, test methods and control of 

hydronic radiant heating and cooling panel systems - Part 3: Design 

of ceiling mounted radiant panels

51 ISO 18566-4:2017

Building environment design - Design, test methods and control of 

hydronic radiant heating and cooling panel systems - Part 4: Control 

of ceiling mounted radiant heating and cooling panels



52 ISO 19630:2017

Fine ceramics (advanced ceramics, advanced technical ceramics) - 

Methods of test for reinforcements - Determination of tensile 

properties of filaments at ambient temperature

53 ISO 14644-13:2017

Cleanrooms and associated controlled environments - Part 13: 

Cleaning of surfaces to achieve defined levels of cleanliness in terms 

of particle and chemical classifications

54
ISO 13061-1:2014/Amd 

1:2017

Physical and mechanical properties of wood - Test methods for small 

clear wood specimens - Part 1: Determination of moisture content 

for physical and mechanical tests - Amendment 1

55
ISO 13061-2:2014/Amd 

1:2017

Physical and mechanical properties of wood - Test methods for small 

clear wood specimens - Part 2: Determination of density for physical 

and mechanical tests - Amendment 1

56
ISO 13061-3:2014/Amd 

1:2017

Physical and mechanical properties of wood - Test methods for small 

clear wood specimens - Part 3: Determination of ultimate strength in 

static bending - Amendment 1

57
ISO 13061-4:2014/Amd 

1:2017

Physical and mechanical properties of wood - Test methods for small 

clear wood specimens - Part 4: Determination of modulus of 

elasticity in static bending - Amendment 1

58 ISO 13687-1:2017
Tourism and related services - Yacht harbours - Part 1: Minimum 

requirements for basic service level harbours

59 ISO 13687-2:2017
Tourism and related services - Yacht harbours - Part 2: Minimum 

requirements for intermediate service level harbours

60 ISO 13687-3:2017
Tourism and related services - Yacht harbours - Part 3: Minimum 

requirements for high service level harbours

61 ISO/TS 11888:2017
Nanotechnologies - Characterization of multiwall carbon nanotubes - 

Mesoscopic shape factors

62 ISO/TR 41013:2017 Facility management - Scope, key concepts and benefits

63 IWA 24:2016
Non-sewered sanitation systems - General safety and performance 

requirements for design and testing

64
ISO/IEC/IEEE 24748-

5:2017

Systems and software engineering - Life cycle management - Part 5: 

Software development planning

65
ISO/IEC 13211-1:1995/Cor 

3:2017

Information technology - Programming languages - Prolog - Part 1: 

General core - Technical Corrigendum 3

66 ISO/IEC 19086-3:2017
Information technology - Cloud computing - Service level agreement 

(SLA) framework - Part 3: Core conformance requirements

67 ISO 15:2017
Rolling bearings - Radial bearings - Boundary dimensions, general 

plan

68 ISO 683-5:2017
Heat treatable steels, alloy steels and free-cutting steels - Part 5: 

Nitriding steels

69 ISO/TS 7705:2017
Guidelines for specifying Charpy V-notch impact prescriptions in steel 

specifications

70 ISO 7165:2017
Fire fighting - Portable fire extinguishers - Performance and 

construction

71 ISO 11601:2017
Fire fighting - Wheeled fire extinguishers - Performance and 

construction

72 ISO 647:2017
Brown coals and lignites - Determination of the yields of tar, 

water, gas and coke residue by low temperature distillation

73 ISO 18885-1:2017 TPMS snap-in valves - Part 1: Identification

74 ISO 13722:2017
Microbiology of the food chain - Enumeration of Brochothrix spp. - 

Colony-count technique

75 ISO 6658:2017 Sensory analysis - Methodology - General guidance

76 ISO 8588:2017 Sensory analysis - Methodology - "A" - "not A" test

77 ISO 19085-1:2017 Woodworking machines - Safety - Part 1: Common requirements

78 ISO 19085-2:2017
Woodworking machines - Safety - Part 2: Horizontal beam panel 

circular sawing machines



79 ISO 19085-5:2017 Woodworking machines - Safety - Part 5: Dimension saws

80 ISO 18941:2017
Imaging materials - Colour reflection prints - Test method for 

ozone gas fading stability

81 ISO 12354-1:2017

Building acoustics - Estimation of acoustic performance of buildings 

from the performance of elements - Part 1: Airborne sound 

insulation between rooms

82 ISO 12354-2:2017

Building acoustics - Estimation of acoustic performance of buildings 

from the performance of elements - Part 2: Impact sound insulation 

between rooms

83 ISO 12354-3:2017

Building acoustics - Estimation of acoustic performance of buildings 

from the performance of elements - Part 3: Airborne sound 

insulation against outdoor sound

84 ISO 12354-4:2017

Building acoustics - Estimation of acoustic performance of buildings 

from the performance of elements - Part 4: Transmission of indoor 

sound to the outside

85 ISO 10156:2017

Gas cylinders - Gases and gas mixtures - Determination of fire 

potential and oxidizing ability for the selection of cylinder valve 

outlets

86 ISO/TR 21941:2017 Financial services - Third-party payment service providers

87 ISO 8528-7:2017

Reciprocating internal combustion engine driven alternating current 

generating sets - Part 7: Technical declarations for specification and 

design

88 ISO 8528-9:2017

Reciprocating internal combustion engine driven alternating current 

generating sets - Part 9: Measurement and evaluation of mechanical 

vibrations

89 ISO 5151:2017
Non-ducted air conditioners and heat pumps - Testing and rating for 

performance

90 ISO 13253:2017
Ducted air-conditioners and air-to-air heat pumps - Testing and 

rating for performance

91 ISO 15042:2017
Multiple split-system air conditioners and air-to-air heat pumps - 

Testing and rating for performance

92 ISO/TR 24679-2:2017
Fire safety engineering - Performance of structure in fire - Part 2: 

Example of an airport terminal

93 ISO 20349-1:2017

Personal protective equipment - Footwear protecting against risks in 

foundries and welding - Part 1: Requirements and test methods for 

protection against risks in foundries

94 ISO 3082:2017 Iron ores - Sampling and sample preparation procedures

95 ISO 10204:2017
Iron ores - Determination of magnesium - Flame atomic absorption 

spectrometric method

96 ISO 20274:2017
Vitreous and porcelain enamels - Preparation of samples and 

determination of thermal expansion coefficient

97 ISO 5006:2017
Earth-moving machinery - Operator's field of view - Test method and 

performance criteria

98 ISO 12176-1:2017
Plastics pipes and fittings - Equipment for fusion jointing 

polyethylene systems - Part 1: Butt fusion

99 ISO 13761:2017

Plastics pipes and fittings - Pressure reduction factors for 

polyethylene pipeline systems for use at temperatures above 20 

degrees C

100 ISO/TS 12512:2017

Glass reinforced thermosetting plastic (GRP) pipes - Determination 

of initial specific ring stiffness using segment test species cut from a 

pipe

101 ISO 5667-12:2017
Water quality - Sampling - Part 12: Guidance on sampling of bottom 

sediments from rivers, lakes and estuarine areas

102 ISO 13781:2017
Implants for surgery - Homopolymers, copolymers and blends on 

poly(lactide) - In vitro degradation testing

103 ISO 21063:2017
Prosthetics and orthotics - Soft orthoses - Uses, functions, 

classification and description



104 ISO 21064:2017
Prosthetics and orthotics - Foot orthotics - Uses, functions 

classification and description

105 ISO 21065:2017
Prosthetics and orthotics - Terms relating to the treatment and 

rehabilitation of persons having a lower limb amputation

106 ISO 8980-1:2017
Ophthalmic optics - Uncut finished spectacle lenses - Part 1: 

Specifications for single-vision and multifocal lenses

107 ISO 8980-2:2017
Ophthalmic optics - Uncut finished spectacle lenses - Part 2: 

Specifications for power-variation lenses

108 ISO 21987:2017 Ophthalmic optics - Mounted spectacle lenses

109 ISO 24097-1:2017

Intelligent transport systems - Using web services (machine-machine 

delivery) for ITS service delivery - Part 1: Realization of 

interoperable web services

110 ISO/TR 20831:2017 Health infomatics - Medication management concepts and definitions

111 ISO 13061-15:2017

Physical and mechanical properties of wood - Test methods for small 

clear wood specimens - Part 15: Determination of radial and 

tangential swelling

112 ISO 13061-16:2017

Physical and mechanical properties of wood - Test methods for small 

clear wood specimens - Part 16: Determination of volumetric 

swelling

113 ISO 18662-1:2017
Traditional Chinese medicine - Vocabulary - Part 1: Chinese Materia 

Medica

114 ISO/ASTM 52901:2017
Additive manufacturing - General principles - Requirements for 

purchased AM parts

115 ISO/IEC 16963:2017

Information technology - Digitally recorded media for information 

interchange and storage - Test method for the estimation of lifetime 

of optical disks for long-term data storage

116 ISO 8179-1:2017
Ductile iron pipes, fittings, accessories and their joints - External zinc-

based coating - Part 1: Metallic zinc with finishing layer

117 ISO 8179-2:2017
Ductile iron pipes, fittings, accessories and their joints - External zinc-

based coating - Part 2: Zinc-rich paint

118 ISO 19891-1:2017

Ships and marine technology - Specifications for gasdetectors 

intended for use on board ships - Part 1: Portable gas detectors for 

atmosphere testing of enclosed spaces

119 ISO 22900-2:2017
Road vehicles - Modular vehicle communication interface (MVCI) - 

Part 2: Diagnostic protocol data unit (D-PDU API)

120 ISO 10911:2017 Solid hardmetal end mills with cylindrical shank - Dimensions

121 ISO 1833-4:2017
Textiles - Quantitative chemical analysis - Part 4: Mixtures of certain 

protein fibres with certain other fibres (method using hypochlorite)

122 ISO 1436:2017
Rubber hoses and hose assemblies - Wire-braid-reinforced hydraulic 

types for oil-based or water-based fluids - Specification

123 ISO 3862:2017

Rubber hoses and hose assemblies - Rubber-covered spiral-wire-

reinforced hydraulic types for oil-based or water-based fluids - 

Specification

124 ISO 10638:2017
Rubber - Identification of antidegradants 

by gaschromatography/mass spectrometry

125 ISO 20437:2017 Natural rubber latex cleanroom gloves - Specification

126 ISO 15686-5:2017
Buildings and constructed assets - Service life planning - Part 5: Life-

cycle costing

127 ISO 19209:2017
Adhesives - Classification of thermoplastic wood adhesives for non-

structural applications

128 ISO 19210:2017
Adhesives - Wood adhesives for non-structural applications - 

Determination of tensile shear strength of lap joints



129 ISO 17781:2017

Petroleum, petrochemical and natural gas industries - Test methods 

for quality control of microstructure of ferritic/austenitic (duplex) 

stainless steels

130 ISO 6710:2017 Single-use containers for human venous blood specimen collection

131 ISO 3867:2017 Composition cork - Expansion joint fillers - Test methods

132 ISO 3869:2017
Agglomerated cork - Expansion joint fillers - Specifications, 

packaging and marking

133 ISO 26367-2:2017

Guidelines for assessing the adverse environmental impact of fire 

effluents - Part 2: Methodology for compiling data on 

environmentally significant emissions from fires

134 ISO 22112:2017 Dentistry - Artificial teeth for dental prostheses

135 ISO 2360:2017

Non-conductive coatings on non-magnetic electrically conductive 

base metals - Measurement of coating thickness - Amplitude-

sensitive eddy-current method

136 ISO 20816-2:2017

Mechanical vibration - Measurement and evaluation of machine 

vibration - Part 2: Land-based gas turbines, steam turbines and 

generators in excess of 40 MW, with fluid-film bearings and rated 

speeds of 1 500 r/min, 1 800 r/min, 3 000 r/min and 3 600 r/min

137
ISO 28927-4:2010/Amd 

1:2017

Hand-held portable power tools - Test methods for evaluation of 

vibration emission - Part 4: Straight grinders - Amendment 1: 

Cupped wire brushes

138
ISO 5359:2014/Amd 

1:2017

Anaesthetic and respiratory equipment - Low-pressure hose 

assemblies for use with medical gases - Amendment 1

139
ISO 18082:2014/Amd 

1:2017

Anaesthetic and respiratory equipment - Dimensions of non-

interchangeable screw-threaded (NIST) low-pressure connectors for 

medical gases - Amendment 1

140 ISO 9170-1:2017
Terminal units for medical gas pipeline systems - Part 1: Terminal 

units for use with compressed medical gases and vacuum

141 ISO 3968:2017
Hydraulic fluid power - Filters - Evaluation of differential pressure 

versus flow

142 ISO 18563-2:2017
Non-destructive testing - Characterization and verification of 

ultrasonic phased array equipment - Part 2: Probes

143 ISO 11506:2017

Document management applications - Archiving of electronic data - 

Computer output microform (COM)/Computer output laser disc 

(COLD)

144 ISO 32000-2:2017
Document management - Portable document format - Part 2: PDF 

2.0

145 ISO 14490-5:2017
Optics and photonics - Test methods for telescopic systems - Part 5: 

Test methods for transmittance

146 ISO 10936-1:2017
Optics and photonics - Operation microscopes - Part 1: 

Requirements and test methods

147 ISO/TR 20811:2017
Optics and photonics - Lasers and laser-related equipment - Laser-

induced molecular contamination testing

148 ISO 15531-44:2017

Industrial automation systems and integration - Industrial 

manufacturing management data - Part 44: Information modelling 

for shop floor data acquisition

149 ISO 14239:2017
Soil quality - Laboratory incubation systems for measuring the 

mineralization of organic chemicals in soil under aerobic conditions

150 ISO/TR 20545:2017

Intelligent transport systems - Vehicle/roadway warning and control 

systems - Report on standardisation for vehicle automated driving 

systems (RoVAS)/Beyond driver assistance systems


